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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, the Cauchy problem for the second-order stochastic partial 
differential equations of parabolic type has been investigated in [6, 7j. The 
present paper considers the same problem for a wider class of equations of 
hypoelliptic type. We obtain a theorem on the existence and uniqueness of 
solutions (Theorem 3.1) by making use of the methods developed in [S, 63, 
where the fundamental solutions constructed in [5] play an essential role. 
Now we state some general definitions and formulate the problem of the 
paper. 
Let (0, F,p) be a probability space, endowed with a right-continuous 
increasing family F,(d), and let w(t) = w(t, o), t > 0, cM2, be a standard 
one-dimensional F,-Brownian motion. Let R” be the n-dimensional Euclidean 
space, and set Q, = (0, t) x R”, 0 < t Q T. 
Consider the differential problem 
du(t, x, o) = {Lu(t, x, co) + c(t, x, co) u(t, x, w) + f(t, x, w)} dt 
+ ia@, x, w> u(t, x, w) + g(t, x, m)i dw(t), 
(f,x)EQ,, wEQ, (1.1) 
up, x, 0) = u,(x), xER”, (l-2) 
where 
L = 2 a,@, x) 
i,j=l 
&+ i: bj(l,x)$m 
1 J j=l J 
This problem has been solved in [6,7] under the assumption that a/at -L 
be uniformly parabolic in 8,. The aim of this paper is to solve the same 
problem under very mild assumptions on L, c, J u and g in (1.1). 
In the sequel, the following hypotheses will be required: 
I. a,(& x) and b,(& X) (i, j = l,..., n) are real valued, P-functions 
defined in a neighborhood &, of Q, and a,,(t, x), b,(t, x), D,a,(t, x), 
Dfa,(t, x), D,bj(t, x) (i, j = l,..., n) are uniformly bounded in 0,. 
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II. The matrix (aii(r,.\‘)) is symmetric and nonnegative definite for all 
(1. x) E Ql. 
III. The operators 
are hypoelliptic in Q,. where L* is the formal adjoint operator of L, and 
7 
b,, = b,(t. x) = ;- .Y & aij(r, x, - 6 I’ gt, x). I.., I ‘-1 I 7, hi 
If all the coefficients of L are independent of’ t, then the assumption III is 
replaced by the following 
III’. The operators 
i , -- 
6f L.,. g+L: 
are hypoelliptic in Q,.. 
In Eq. (1. l), c, J o, g are assumed to be F,-measurable in o for any 
(1. x) E Q1 and let 
f. g E L”jQ,.; L2(R)). 
c,aEL~‘(QTxQ,. 
The initial function U&C) in (1.2) is assumed to 
functions defined in R”. We need to introduce 
problem (1.1) and ( 1.2) as follows. 
be a bounded, continuous 
the weak solution of the 
DEFINITION I. I. Let ~(t, x, w) be F,-measurable for any (f, x) E 0,. and 
let u E LX,(Q,.; L’(f2)). We shall say that u is a weak solution of the 
problem (1.1). (1.2) if 
-1 . 
--I ( &(t, x) u(t, x, w) dx dt 
.” -f(” 
= Jar 1, L:(o(t, x) u(t. x, w) dx dr 
. n 
+ j. jRn rp(f, X{CJ(L x. w)W, x, w> + g(t, x3 w)l dx dW, 
rp(h x> E 'XQ, h (1.1)’ 
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lim E (u(t, y, co) - u,,(x)l* = 0, x E R”. 
(1. ,‘).(O..Y) 
(1.2)’ 
Equality (1.1)’ is considered in L’(R). 
Equation (1.1)’ will be called a weak equation of (1.1). We shall prove the 
existence and the uniqueness of solutions of the problem (1.1)’ and (1.2)‘. In 
Section 2, we shall study the properties of the stochastically generalized 
volume potentials a concept originally introduced in [6 1. In Section 3, using 
the volume potentials we shall reduce the problem (1.1)’ and (1.2)’ to an 
integral equation (3.10). We shall obtain the existence and uniqueness of the 
solution of (3.10) in Theorem 3.1, which is the main result of the paper. At 
the end of Section 3, some examples of the differential operators satisfying 
hypotheses I-III will be given. 
2. VOLUME POTENTIALS 
This section is devoted to the study of two types of stochastic potentials, 
(2.1) and (2.2), which will be used to reduce the problem (1.1)’ and (1.2)’ to 
an integral equation in the next section. 
Let L* be the formal adjoint operator of L defined as 
Then the operator 
&$-b,,, b,(r,x)= 2 aza,i- \7 3 i.j=, aXi ax, .*I axj ' 
has no zeroth order term and satisfies conditions I-III. By applying the 
method of (5 ] for the operator 
& + L: - b,(s, Y), 
we can construct the backward fundamental solution K*(y, s: x, t) such that 
r 
; + L; - b,(s, y) K*(y, s; x, t) = -6(x - y, t - s), 
r 
(. 
$ -L, + b,(t, x) K*(y, s; x, f) = 6(x - Y, f - s), 
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K"(y, s; x. 1) E C'"(Qr x Q,\A), 
~={(r,x;x.f)EQ~xQ,;.~=x.s=~), 
(_ K*(y,s;x,f)dx= 1, o<s<t,<7; 
. R" 
Putting 
K(x, I; y, s) = K*( y, s; x, I), 
we have the forward fundamental solution K for the operator 
‘: 
2 - L, + b,(l, x). 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let g(t, x, w) be F,-measurable in w for any (t, x) E ST 
and let g E L”O(Q,; L’(a)). Then a function $(f, x) = $(f, x, o) will be 
called an w-potential relative to the kernel K(x, I; y, s) for the function 
g(t, x) = s(f, x, w) if 
n:(4 X> =,(jRn K(X, t; )‘, s) g(S, Y) dY ds, O(t<T. (2.1) 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let g(t, x) = g(r, x, w) be as in Definition 2.1, then a 
function Wf(t, x) = Wf(t, x, w) will be called a w-potential relative to the 
kernel K for the function g if 
w;(f, x) = f’ f K(x, f Y, s) g(s, Y) dy dw(s), O<t<T, (2.2) 
+0-R” 
where the integral in dw(s) is interpreted as an It&integral (cf. 121). 
THEOREM 2.1. Let g = g(t, x, o) be as in Definition 2.1, then we have 
Jqf, xl, W;(t, x) E L”(QT; L*(a)) 
and 
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Proof (a) Proof of inequality (2.3). By the results of [S 1, we have 
K(x, t; y, s) > 0 and 
p(X,E;JW)dy=l, t>s. 
Using the generalized Minkowski inequality, we have 
< ” 
I 1 (1 
1.2 
(K(x, t; y, s) g(s, y, w)12 fl(dw) dy ds 
-0-R” 1 
= 
(b) Proof of inequality (2.4). First, by the well-known equality for a 
stochastic integral (cf. [2]), we have 
K(x, t; y, s) g(s, Y, w) dY Ws) 
Again by the generalized Minkowski inequality, we have, for 0 < s < t < T, 
Hence we have 
II q<4 XII 22w G I : II gll:=(~s;mu dsv xE R”, O<t<T. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let g(t, x) = g(t, x, W) be as in Definition 2.1; fhen the 
volume potentials satisfy the following equations in the weak sense (cf 
Definition 1.1) : 
166 
dfl:(t. x) = l(L - h,,) 12; (1. x) + g(t, x)} dt in (2,. (2.5) 
C(O. x) = 0. (2.6) 
dW;(f, x) = (I, -- b,,) W; dt 4 g(r, x) dw(l), (2.7 1 
w: (0, x) = 0. 
(2.8) 
Furthermore we have 
Q;(f, x). Wf(t, x) E L:“‘(Q7-; L*(n)) n Cc&,.; L*(R)). 
ProoJ It is obvious that G$ and Wt satisfy (2.6) and (2.8) by the 
estimates (2.3) and (2.4). We omit the proof of the fact that (2.5) holds in 
the weak sense, which can be obtained in almost the same way as in 
Sect. 4. I. 
Let K, = K,(x, I: y. s) be the fundamental solution for the uniformly 
parabolic operator 
We have proved in 14 1 that K, + K in D’(Q,. X Q,.) as E + 0. 
We shall prove (2.7) in several steps. First for a g(f. x. ) E 
CF(QT; L*(Q)) we have 
dW;*(r, x) = (15, - b,) W;< dt + g(f, x) dw(r), O<t<T, 
by the results of Rozovskii 16 ] since g E m by the notation in 16 I. Hence we 
have the weak equation 
-1;:. j-n rg;(t. x) W$Tt, x) dx dt 
=jo7 .iRn (I$ - b,) rp(t, X) Wff(t. X) dx df 
.r . 
+ 1 1 ~(4 x) s(h x) dx d4), 
-0 .R” 
(D E G(Q7,). (2.9) 
By applying the proof of Theorem 2.1 of IS], we have, for any 
W(G x> E CXQ,X 
1’1 t&x) wff(t,x)dxdt+ [’ f I&,X) W;(t,x)dxdt as C+O. , ” i x ,I .o -I(” 
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In fact it is sufficient to consider the case where ~(4 x) = w,(t) wz(x), 
w, E C;(O, T), y2 E C,“(F). Let sup g c [O, T] X { 1x1 < NJ for some 
N > 0. We have 
1” i w,(t) v2(?r) qqt, X) dx df 
.: ” : R * 
= ir [ 
‘0 -x.; 
w,(t) w2(~) [ i’ i 
. 0 ” R.7 
K,(x, t; Y, 4 g(s, Y, 0) do dw] dx df 
x,c y,s)w&Wx] g(sv w)/ dydw(s). 
As in the proof of Theorem 2.1 in 151, we have 
1 Kc@, t; Y, s) v/z(x) dx-, i KG, c Y, s) v/z(x) dx 
- R: JR:! 
as E + 0 uniformly in (I, y, s), ) y( & IV, 0 < s < t < T. 
Hence we have 
-f’[ q;(t,x) c(t,x)dxdt 
‘0 -‘R” 
= j-l f (L* - b,) rp(t, x) W’f(t, x) dx dt 
.(J JR” 
+ (‘1 rp(t, x) g(t, xl dx d40 (2.10) 
-0 R” 
for any v E CF(Q,) and g E C,“(QT: L’(8)). 
Next, we shall prove that (2.10) holds for any g E L”(Q+; L’(G)). For a 
fixed g E Lz(Q,; L’(0)) there exists a sequence { gj(t, x, u)}:, such that 
g/O, x, ) E G(Qr ; L’(W), j = 1, 2,..., 
gj(t, x, )+ g(t,x, . ) in L*(R) as j-, a~ for a.e. (t, x) in Q7, 
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Then we have 
by applying estimate (2.4) and the Lebesgue convergence theorem, from 
which we have (2.10) for gE Lz(Q,;L2(B)). 
It remains to prove Sai(r, x), I+‘f(t, x) E C(Q,; L’(Q)), which is obtained 
in a manner similar to that in 14, Sect. 4 J by virtue of the estimate of types 
(2.3) and (2.4). We shall merely give a sketch of the proof of 
q(t, x) E C(Q,; L’(R)). Since a/at - L + 6, is hypoelliptic and (2.7) 
holds, it is sufficient to prove the case where sup g(& x, ) is compact. Let 
sup g= [O, T] xB,~, B,v= (1x1 <N) and O<to(t<T, x, x,EB,~. We 
have 
W;(f, 4 - qcto 9 x0> 
= ,(:I,, K(x, c Y, s) g(s, Y) dy Ws) 
- j; jB Klx,, h, ; ~‘3 s) ds, y) dy Ms) 
\ 
=j) [ ! K x, t; y, s) - K(X, , to ; Y, s)1 g(s, Y) dy MS) 
-Et 
+ 1’ [ [K(x, c Y, s,] g(s, Y) du MS) . IO - R.v 
r1, +I,. 
By an estimate similar to (2.4), the last term (11,&,1~c, will be arbitrarily 
small if we close t and t, sufficiently. We have for a small 6 > 0, 
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I, = rru-* [ [K( x, c Y, s) - K(xo 1 &I; Y, s) I g(s, Y) dY Ws) 
-0 - RN 
+ [I0 1 W( x, c y, s) - q&l, to ; Y, s) 1 g(s, Y) dY Ws). ‘In-8-h 
The second term in the right-hand side becomes arbitrarily small in the 
II II L2toj-norm if we take 6 (independent of (I, x) E (0, T] x B,J sufficiently 
small. Finally for any fixed 6 > 0, we have K[x, I; y, s) + K(x,, to ; y, s) + 0 
uniformly in (y, S) E B” x [O, T] as (x, t) + (x0, to) if to - s > 6 by virtue of 
the smoothness of K. This proves Wf(t, x) E C(Q,; L’(0)). 
3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS OF SOLUTIONS 
First consider the two Cauchy problems 
du(t, x) = ((L - b&J + f } df, O<t<T, (3.1) 
up, x) = u&>; (3.2) 
du(t, x) = (L - b,)u df + g dw(t), O<t<T, (3.3) 
u(0, x) = 0, (3.4) 
where uO(x) is a bounded continuous function on R” and f = f(t, x, o) and 
g= g(t, x, w) are F,-measurable in u for any (t, x) E Q, and J 
gE L”(Qr.; I+‘@)). By Theorem 2.2 and the results of ] 11, the weak 
solution of (3.1) and (3.2) (cf. Definition 1.1) is uniquely given by 
u(t, x) = 1’ f K(x, t; y, s) f(s, Y) dy ds + I,. k(xv C 1’3 s) u,(Y). (3.5) 
“O-R” 
Again by Theorem 2.2, a weak solution of (3.3) and (3.4) is given by 
~0, x) = I,‘i,. K(x, c Y, s) g(s, Y) dy Ws) (3.6) 
and the uniqueness follows from the uniqueness of the solutions of (3.1) and 
(3.2). Hence the weak solution of the problem 
du(t, x) = {(L - b,)u + f} dt + g dw(t), O<t<T, (3.7) 
u(O, x) = u&x) (3.8) 
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is uniquely given by 
u(t. x) Z= p(f. x) + j 1 K(x. 1: y, s) J’(s, .v) do ds 
0 . W” 
-I 
c 1 ( K(x, I; y. s) g(s, y) dy dw(s). 
. ,, -‘R” 
(3.9) 
where 
By the above consideration it turns out that if the weak solution ~(t, X) of 
(1.1)’ and (1.2)’ exists in L’“,(Q,-; L’(R)) then it is necessarily given by 
u(k x) = P@, x) + 1’ i K(x, t; y, s)\(c + b,) u(s, y) + f(s, y)] dv ds 
.: 0 : J( 0) 
+ if (_ K(x. t; y, s)@ + g) dy dw(s). 
. ,, iR” 
(3.10) 
p(t, x) = )_ K(x, I; y, 0) u,)(y) dy. 
I R” 
Thus problem (1. I )’ and (1.2)’ is reduced to an integral equation (3.10). 
Now Eq. (3.10) is solved by the iteration method: For positive integer k 
define 
.I 
u,,,(t,x) = u, + ( ( K(x, I; y. s)(c + b,,)u,(s, y)dyds 
. ” : J( !I 
+ (_’ [ K(x, I; y. s) au,(s. I’) dy dw(s). 
.‘(, . J(” 
where 
.I . 
U,(4 .x> = P(h x) + ) ( K(x, t; y, s) f(s, y) dy ds 
-0-R” 
+ if i K(x, f: Y, S) g@, y) dy dwp). $0 <R” 
Then by using estimates (2.3) and (2.4) it is easily seen that there exists a 
positive constant C, such that 
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for all positive integers k. Similarly by using (2.3) and (2.4), we have 
for some positive constant C. Thus we have the solution of (3.10) by the 
limit 
u(t, x) = lim Uk(t, x) in L%‘(Qr; L’(R)) (3.12) 
and we have the estimate 
II4 I L(Q,:f~2tII)) < C(r)(ll ‘0 11L7 (R”) + ’ IlfllL * ,QI:L'(I~,) 
+ P2 II gll L*,Q,:f.'d~ (3.13) 
where C(f) is a positive continuous function on 10, T]. 
Concerning the uniqueness of the solutions of (3. lo), we assume there are 
two solutions u,, u2 E LX (QT; L’(R)) and put 
L$t,x)=u,-242. 
Then by the same argument as the above we have the estimate 
(3.14) 
for some positive constant C, from which it follows that u(t, x) = 0 by 
applying Gronwall’s inequality. 
By Theorem 2.2 and (3.10), we have u E C(Q,; L2(fi)). 
Thus we have formulated the main theorem: 
THEOREM 3.1. Equation (3. lo), i.e., problem (1. l)‘, (1.2)‘, has a unique 
solution u in the class L”(Q7; L*(sl))n C@,.; L’(D)) and there exists a 
positice constant C such that 
11 ‘liL ‘(V,:f?(12)) < c(IbOllLz (X”) + f Ilflll. L~Q,;~.2~12~~ 
-I- P2 II gll,.~.(o,;L~,a)))’ O<t<T. 
The constant C is independent of u,,, f and g. 
(3.15) 
EXAMPLES. Consider the differential operator 
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where X,i, j = I,..., r, are real vector fields defined in Q, and every vector 
field 2/ki, j = I,..., n, can be expressed as a linear combination (with C’ 
coefficients) of -YO - F/k. X, ,..., X, . . . . . IX,, Xi 1) ,.., ( X,j, 1 XjJ ,..., xi, I.... I ,... . 
This satisfies condition III (cf. 14 I). 
A simple example is given by 
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